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Chapter 1 : MTVâ€™s â€˜The Challenge: Final Reckoningâ€™ Full Cast, Premiere Date For Season 32 [P
Dirty 30 sparked the chaos, Vendettas burned everything to the ground, and Final Reckoning will mold the ashes into a
new Challenge. This is it: the third chapter, which will end the epic saga.

Invasion of the Champions. Having never been aligned or on the same team, will they be able to start fresh
and work cohesively? Invasion of the Champions" that quickly derailed into bitter arguments and loathing.
Since then, the two of them have had a love-hate relationship, oftentimes in the same alliances with the same
mutual friends but unable to work together without fighting. This season, all they have is each other, which
neither one of them is happy about. Will these hotheads be able to put their past behind them and work
together? They were a confirmed "no match" but stuck together and even dated after the show. Britni moved
to Hawaii to be with Chuck, but the pair broke up right before Britni left to compete on "The Challenge:
Vendettas," her second Challenge season. The two have been on bad terms since. Will their anger propel them
to becoming a competitive pairing? After a drunken night out, Kam lashed out at Melissa, which led to a
heated argument that almost got physical. Will the pair be able to put Vendettas behind them and work as a
unit? Dirty 30," Devin flew all the way out to Colombia, only to have Cory send him to the Redemption House
after the very first challenge. These two have always disliked each other and never attempted to hide it, so
finding some way to work through the animosity will take a miracle. Reuniting on "The Challenge: Dirty 30,"
the pair consistently argued. CT sent Veronica into elimination and claimed that no one wanted to be on a
team with her. After returning from elimination, Veronica earned her revenge and sent CT straight to the
Redemption House. Will these two vets be able to put their differences aside and claim another Challenge
victory? Will their contrasting personalities mesh and lead to a vet win? Vendettas," he took matters into his
own hands by pulling one of the all-time most shocking backstabs in show history, sending a stunned Bananas
into the elimination that doomed him. Somehow, someway, these buddies turned enemies will have to figure
out how to work together while still suffering from an open wound. Feeling alienated and bullied, Kayleigh
decided to quit the game. But their beef continued on Twitter, where they exchanged insults. Dirty 30" when
Marie actively campaigned against Cara Maria, who she considered one of her biggest threats. Not content to
keep it on the show, they continued their bitter rivalry on Twitter, where they continuously traded jabs. Will
they put aside their angry history and earn their first Challenge wins? When he caught wind of what she was
doing, he lashed out and called her every name in the book. Vendettas," but Sylvia was bit in the butt when
Joss voted her into elimination, which left her shocked and heartbroken. Sylvia won the elimination but was
sent home due to an illness, and she and Joss have yet to bury the hatchet. Tori and Derrick H. These "Are
You The One? Second Chances" and came onto "The Challenge: Dirty 30" as a couple attached at the hip.
Tori was a strong competitor out of the gate and made it her mission to not only win, but to do so alongside
her boyfriend. Derrick was heartbroken and angry and left them both on bad terms.
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Chapter 2 : The Challenge Final Reckoning: All the Teams Ranked | TV Guide
Final Reckoning is the 32nd season of The www.nxgvision.comg began in March and concluded in May Description.
First, Dirty 30 sparked the chaos, Then Vendettas burned everything to the ground, now Final Reckoning will mold the
ashes into a new Challenge.

Format[ edit ] Contestants are competing in pairs with a prior Vendetta, who are unknown to them until they
successfully survive the Opening Challenge. The teams will endure twists such as being eliminated for placing
last in challenges, being eliminated by a winning team of a challenge, mercenaries who enter the game if they
successfully eliminate another team, and chances to return to the game after being eliminated via the
Redemption House. The winning team of the daily challenge wins immunity from elimination and the Power
Vote, meaning their vote counts twice against another team. In addition, this season the teams vote in private,
but the team voted into the elimination then chooses who they want to compete against, and may only choose
from teams that voted for them. On Vendettas, Tony betrayed Bananas by voting him into an elimination
which he lost. The two first met on Vendettas. Whilst never being aligned, Kyle declared Brad would be his
"biggest vendetta" after he used his grenade on him, causing him to sit out of a challenge that he eventually
lost. They later solidified their rivalry on XXX: Nelson and Shane have a long history of butting heads,
stemming back to their first Challenge together on Invasion of the Champions. Nelson eventually eliminated
Shane in the Underdog Bloodbath, and Shane accused him of tricking his friend Cory in the elimination,
causing Cory and Nelson to nearly get into a physical altercation. Ashley and Hunter had a romantic fling on
Invasion of the Champions. After ending things, there was hostility, where Ashley claimed she was using
Hunter to advance in the game, and Hunter called Ashley disposable. Dirty 30, before voting Veronica into
elimination, CT claimed that she was weak and nobody would want her on their team. Veronica won her
elimination and would ironically secure her team the victory at the next challenge and sent CT straight to
Redemption. Derrick and Tori were dating going into XXX: After Derrick was eliminated early in the game,
Tori cheated on him with Jordan during the remainder of the show. Tori also claimed that Derrick hacked into
her phone on the Dirty 30 reunion, a claim that Derrick denied. On Vendettas, Joss and Sylvia were initially
friendly, but Joss burned a bridge with Sylvia when he and Brad chose to vote her into elimination to save
themselves. A remorseful Joss tried to reason with Sylvia that it was purely a gameplay move, and Sylvia
lashed out, not wanting to hear his explanation. Natalie and Paulie clashed several times during Big Brother
18, getting into heated arguments and working to evict each other from the house. Paulie infamously said to
Natalie, "You are about as fake as those things on your chest. Cara Maria and Marie have a long history of
declaring their dislike and mistrust of each other, stemming back from XXX: Dirty 30, Jemmye pulled the
double cross and betrayed Jenna, sending her into elimination against her best friend Kailah. Kayleigh later
quit the game after feeling bullied by the girls. Challenge games[ edit ] Opening Challenge: Half the cast is
buried underground in caskets in a graveyard, and their partners have to dig them out. The partners who are
above ground have to use walkie-talkies and the voices of their below-ground partners are disguised, so the
digging partner is not sure who their partner is until they are unburied. The buried teammate must instruct
their teammate where they are located in the graveyard. The last two teams to dig their partner out are
automatically eliminated, while the winning team has to eliminate one additional team. The contestants are
harnessed on top of a circular platform suspended in midair. The Pusher must push the Swinger off the
platform for them to collect rings hanging in the middle of the platform, which they then must hand back to
the Pusher. The team that collects the most rings in the shortest amount of time wins. This is a purge challenge
where large replicas of steaks with climbing holds, and ropes, are hung over water about 40 feet. Teams must
jump from the platform onto the steaks, and from the steaks to ropes, alternating until they get to the other side
of the platform. If one of the teammates falls, they are both disqualified and their score only counts how far
they made it. The team that gets both members to the other side the fastest wins, and the team that falls
soonest is sent straight to Redemption. Teams must go in rounds finishing an obstacle course on top of a
moving train. First, they must cross the balance beam, by using each other to balance and walk across the
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single beam. Next, they must walk across a tightrope each while balancing on each other, using lifelines to
grab onto as well. If one teammate falls, they both lose. The team to successfully complete the obstacle course
the fastest wins. The paired teams are separated into two large groups randomly. The two groups are then put
into mine shafts, and must solve 3 puzzles before being able to dig themselves out and race to the finish line.
The first paired team to finish within the large team that finishes first, wins. The paired teams are separated
into two large teams and must play a game of rugby. The girls may only take girls and guys may only tackle
guys on the opposing team. Players must retrieve the ball from their opponents end zone, and fight through an
obstacle course in order to return it to their own end zone and score a point. The first team to score two points
wins, and they then select the pair within the team that was the MVP. This challenge is played in two phases.
The first phase, one member of the team must be dunked into water by a crane with their arms tied, while the
other player controls the crane. Players must move disks from one circle to the other in an allotted amount of
time. The number of disks transferred corresponds to the number of dishes the team is allowed to eat. In the
second phase, the player that controlled the crane now must eat as many dishes as possible. The team that eats
the most dishes in 15 minutes wins, while the team that eats the least is purged straight to Redemption. Teams
are lifted into the sky via a giant crane. There is a partially completed bridge that they must complete and
crawl over by passing rope from side to side and tying knots. The team to complete their bridge and make it to
the other side fastest wins. One teammate is tethered to the center of the arena and attached to a resistance
band while the other is inside a cage with a hole in the ceiling. The tethered teammate must run and retrieve
large puzzle pieces that fit together to form a cube and give them to their teammate in the cage. The teammate
in the cage must assemble the puzzle in order to climb out of the cage. The first team to successfully have their
teammate escape the cage wins. Each team starts on separate ramps. Each player must race up their opponents
ramp to collect a single ball. Once collecting a ball they must race back to the top of their ramp and deposit the
ball into a cylinder tube. The first team to collect 7 balls will win, while the other team is sent to Redemption.
Teams will be tethered together in a box, separated by three walls each. Each player must smash through a
plaster hole in each wall until both players are able to escape through the six walls. The first team to break
through the six walls and escape the box wins. Similar to "Water Torture" from Battle of the Seasons , one
player will be hanging from a rope system by their ankles over a water tank where a puzzle key is located at
the bottom. The other player will be climbing a ladder to give their partner enough slack to dive underwater
and read the puzzle key which they will then relay to the climber to solve a complicated puzzle. The first team
to complete the puzzle wins. If neither team is able to complete the puzzle in the allotted time, whichever team
has the most correct answers would win. Players have to balance a ball between two sticks, then run across a
stage with two treadmills going in opposite directions, and deposit their ball into a bin. The first team to
deposit ten balls into their bin wins. Both teams must shake off medallions hanging from a rope by jumping
off a platform, grabbing the rope, and letting it go so that it shakes until all the medallions are off. The first
team to shake off all nine medallions from their rope wins. Both players on each team will start at opposite
ends of a maze. Carrying a key to a lock, each player must crash through dry walls in the maze until the reach
the center where they then must unlock a box, retrieve the contents and ring their nearest team bell. The first
team to ring their bell with the contents of their box wins. One member of the team must dive under a water
tank to untie tiles so that both team members can build a house of cards on a floating platform to a designated
marker. The first team to build their tower wins. Similar to the elimination of the same name in XXX: Dirty
30, players are placed in separate cages with a sludge hammer for each partner sticking out of the walls. Each
teammate must break the sledgehammer through the wall before proceeding to break a block of ice that blocks
their escape. The first team to successfully escape the cage by breaking the ice wins. One team will try to
solve two same-colored puzzles on a rotating pyramid in under three minutes. After three minutes, the next
team will try to solve their respective puzzle. The first team to finish both of their puzzles first will win. If the
first team completes their puzzle, the second team has a limited amount of time to complete their puzzle or
they lose. One player will be stationed in a giant sphere filled with numbered, multi-colored balls. Whoever
deposits the correct give balls first wins.
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Chapter 3 : [SPOILER] Eliminated On â€˜The Challenge: Final Reckoningâ€™ & New Twists â€“ Hollywoo
The Challenge: Final Reckoning is the thirty-second season of the MTV reality competition series The Challenge. This
season featured alumni from Real World.

Yes, the feuds the players have made over past seasons will have a huge impact on their game, but nothing
will decide how far they go as much as their partner. TV Guide analyzed the pairs, their intro videos and their
history to predict who is going to dominate this season. Check out how we ranked the teams, from the smallest
threats to the ultimate beast mode competitors. Cara Maria, The ChallengePhoto: Challenge rookies and they
have personal relationship drama? This is an easy first elimination choice. When it comes to bad blood
between partners, Britni and Chuck might have the worst feud of all. They were perfect matches on their
season of Are You the One? Meaning, these two are in very serious trouble. Their only saving grace is that
Britni is still dating Brad, who has a much better position in the game and can help keep her safe at least for a
few challenges. Kailah has some of the worst luck when it comes to Challenge partners and this season might
be no different. Natalie was actually really impressive on Vendettas from a physical standpoint, but her waffly
house game made her a lot of enemies. Add to that, she and Paulie had one of the most explosive rivalries on
Big Brother Killah Kam is back! Melissa is also a fantastic flirt, which could definitely come in handy when
maneuvering through the house politics. If you combine that with the fact that no one wants to see CT in a
final, these two have to win competitions to stay out of elimination, and not even CT could pull off a win with
Veronica every time. But she did prove during Vendettas that she has a lot of heart. Jenna made the mistake of
saving Jemmye after the first purge challenge of Dirty 30 only for Jemmye to not return the favor and send
Jenna into elimination against her best friend Kailah. Jenna is a competitor, though, and understands that
Jemmye was playing a great game. Their big downfall is that Jemmye is one of the weakest physical
competitors on the show. This is another explosive partnership with two intense personalities. Nelson and
Shane are definitely going to fight through this, but Shane is a master manipulator and Nelson knows how to
kill it in an elimination. Cara Maria and Marie: Cara Maria may be defending Challenge champ, but that only
makes things worse for you on this show. The problem is that Cara Maria and Marie both leave a lot to be
desired in their political games with Cara Maria being too shy to make the killer moves and Marie causing
needless drama in the house that makes her an easy target. Combine that with the fact that these two hate each
other and you can already see how their political game is destined to implode this season, which could
completely negate their powerful physical game. Amanda also has a little more grit than Sylvia and can
perform when she really wants to. If she can put her pettiness aside, Zach could feasibly carry them to a final,
but Amanda has never managed to stay chill. Am I the only one that forgot Tori and Derrick were a thing?
Derrick was sent home pretty early on during his first Challenge season, Dirty 30, but it was more because of
the rookie curse and first season nerves than a lack of performance ability. They just need to keep their
personal B. Bananas cares about getting that money and he needs to redeem himself after being eliminated last
season. If they perform well in the challenges and let everyone else tear themselves apart, they should have no
problem running into the final. Who do you think has what it takes to crush Final Reckoning?

Chapter 4 : 'The Challenge: Final Reckoning' Spoilers: The Teams in the Redemption House Reveal a Sec
The Final Reckoning is a fast paced thriller centered around a mysterious group of Holocaust survivors and their
ultimate quest for justice. This page turner starts out with the 'accidental' killing of a man dressed completely in black
and thought to be a suicide bomber, in front of the United Nations building.

Chapter 5 : The Challenge: Final Reckoning on iTunes
The 32nd edition of MTV's The Challenge is here and some of the fan-favorite cast members have returned to
participate. Welcome to The Challenge: Final Reckoning. But, before we get into all the.
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Chapter 6 : The Challenge Final Reckoning Winners & Cast Spoilers | www.nxgvision.com
The Final Reckoning: A Novel and millions of other books are available for Amazon Kindle. Learn more Enter your
mobile number or email address below and we'll send you a link to download the free Kindle App.

Chapter 7 : The Final Reckoning by Sam Bourne
Hot topic with new posts. Hot topic without new posts. Sticky topic.

Chapter 8 : How to Watch The Challenge Final Reckoning MTV Online | www.nxgvision.com
Departure day is here! The thirty second season of The Challenge is here and for the first time ever we know the title. I
have no idea what a final reckoning means in the Challenge world, but at least we have a title.

Chapter 9 : The Challenge: Final Reckoning - Cast Spoilers | Vevmo
We know MTV likes to keeps its fans in suspense â€” Final Reckoning premieres in less than a month, and the cast was
only recently revealed. Johnny Bananas is still without a partner.
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